<Jamie_O> <<<<<Resume Game>>>>>>
<CSO_Adrel> $::flying the shuttle on her way to USS Huron::
<TLath> ::Still in sickbay at Jonn's side::
<Captain_Thornne> ::In sickbay watching Jonn, and T'Lath::
<CSO_Adrel> $::receives an incoming message from the Admiral, reads it and nods::
<AS_Kalis> %::on the Klingon ship Gorkon, awaiting the revelation of the location of the Romulan ship carrying the Huron's hostage CTO and FCO::
<CSO_Adrel> $Self: Well, that's more like it... ::sees USS Huron on the view screen::
<FCO_Mara> @:: In the Romulans force field::
<CSO_Adrel> $COM: Huron: This is LtJg Amelia Adrel. Requesting permission to get aboard.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::remaining in SB until the new CMO comes in with the repair ship::
<CO_Prin> ::on bridge in her chair, waiting on the repair ship::
<TLath> ::Watching for any signs of consciousness:: ~~~Jonn: Can you hear me.  It's me. T'Lath, your sister~~~
<Captain_Skyler> ::in his quarters, everything in boxes, takes a last look around::
<CMO_Lennier> &COM: Huron this is the CMO requesting permission to come aboard
<CSO_Adrel> $::sits back while waiting for permission::
<War-Natoth> ::walks on the bridge of the Gorkon, watching over the crew::
<Captain_Thornne> *Capt_Skyler* If you have a few moments I would like to see you in sickbay
<CO_Prin> COM:Shuttle:  This is Capt Prin...  Permission granted Lt...   Welcome aboard...  Please dock in Shuttle bay 1.
<CSO_Adrel> $COM: Huron: Acknowledge. Thank you Captain.
<LtCmdr_Fredrick> *COM* USS Huron, this is the CST Manatoulin. Please prepare for Field Rigging
<CO_Prin> COM:RepairShip:  Permission granted...  Welcome aboard ensign...
<CMO_Lennier> ::walks into the TR of the repair ship and beams over to the Huron::
<CO_Prin> COM:Manatoulin:   You can begin anytime... we are ready....
<Ens_Stern> CO: Thank you Captain.
<CSO_Adrel> $::flies the ship in Shuttle Bay 1::
ACTION: The CST appears on the Main Viewer, It is very bulky looking. Umbilicals tether out from the ship, and reach for the Huron
<CMO_Lennier> ::Materializes on the Huron::
<CMO_Lennier> ::leaves the TR and heads to sickbay::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CO* Captain, I'm in sickbay, until the new CMO is here. Could I be notified of their arrival?
<CO_Prin> *XO*:  Please meet the Ens Lennier in TR1.
<TLath> ~~~Jonn: Jonn, please, can you hear me.  I've come to see you.  It's T'lath~~~ ::Stands at his side watching his face for any sign of cognizance::
<CO_Prin> *XO*:  He is here, please meet him... and bring him to the bridge...
<CSO_Adrel> ::Exits the shuttle and takes her first look at Huron::
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: What are your plans, I doubt Starfleet is going to let a Romulan Officer stay aboard once we are back to Starbase
<CMO_Lennier> ::waits for the XO in the TR::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CO* Aye. ::makes her way to the TR::
<Captain_Skyler> ::Enters Sickbay:: Captain Thornne: you wished to see me captain?
<FCO_Mara> @:;Looks around for something to help her escape::
<Ens_Stern> #::leaves the air lock in EVA suit and heads over to damage areas::
<CO_Prin> ::watches and the manatoulin, hooks up to the Huron::
<TLath> ::Begins to speak, but stops upon seeing Capt. Skyler enter::
<CSO_Adrel> ::approaches an Ensign and makes sure with him that the shuttle will be returned where it should be::
<CEO> ::Silent, his mind is fully occupied with the healing process::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::quickly exits the TL after a nice ride & enters the TR::
<CMO_Lennier> XO: good evening ma'am
<Captain_Skyler> ::walks up beside Thornne::
<War-Natoth> Thorne: what shall I do sir?
<TLath> ::Watches and waits.  Hoping....... Always hoping::
<Ens Kly> CSO: Ma'am, I will take care of your luggage. It will be in your quarters.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Looks the CMO over:: CMO: welcome aboard. And you would be?
<CMO_Lennier> XO: Ens. Lennier McDonald
<Captain_Thornne> Cpt_Skyler: I realize that things are going to get rather busy for you, when the ship gets back to SB 71, and I just wanted to take a moment to thank you for looking after my Son.
<Ens_Stern> #*CPO* you on the other side, yet ::hears positive answer:: Good.
<CSO_Adrel> Ens Kly: Thank you. I will go on the bridge.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CMO: The new CMO? ::eyes him carefully::
<CSO_Adrel> ::leaves Shuttle Bay 1 and heads for the nearest TL::
<Captain_Skyler> Thornne: It has been a privilege sir. Unfortunately, we have lost two of our own, with two more unaccounted for.
<CMO_Lennier> XO: yes ma'am the new CMO
<CO_Prin> ::takes a PADD from a crewman and reads it::
<Ens_Stern> #::makes measurement and orders some cadet to bring her the largest size sheet metal:: 
<CSO_Adrel> TL: Bridge.
<Captain_Skyler> *CO* Skyler to Prin
<CO_Prin> *Sklyer*:  Prin here.
<Captain_Thornne> Skyler: Loosing officers is never easy, and it never gets easier
<CSO_Adrel> ::remembers all the blue prints she had to study about every type of ships, she could even say where each bolts are...::
<Captain_Skyler> *CO* may I use up a moment of your time, Captain?
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CMO: Straight out of the Academy, no doubt. ::Sees his eager face and remembers her first assignment::
<FCO_Mara> @::notice the CTO is still passed out::
<CMO_Lennier> XO: may I get to sickbay now?
<Captain_Skyler> Thornne: I have never lost an officer under my jurisdiction..... Until now captain.
<CO_Prin> *Skyler*:  Of course Captain, what is it you need.  ::continues to read the PADD::
<Ens_Stern> #::gives the kid the damaged one and floats the new one into place:: Cadet: take that to recycle part of it's still good.
<Captain_Thornne> ::Thinks back to all the officers that have paid the ultimate sacrifice during his Starfleet career::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CMO: Actually, no you may not, Ens. ::pauses::
<Captain_Skyler> *CO* meet me in the obs. Lounge.
<Captain_Skyler> Thornne: I would like you and t'Lath to accompany me please
<CO_Prin> *Skyler*:  Aye...
<Captain_Thornne> ::Reaches his hand out to Cpt Skyler:: Skyler it was a pleasure meeting you sir
<TLath> ::Looks up upon hearing her name:: Capt Skyler: Me?  You need me?
<Ens_Stern> #::welds on the new one and bolts it in a few spots:: *CPO* Okay moving onto number 2. 
<CSO_Adrel> ::remembers the final orders she got from the admiral in the shuttle and sees the TL doors open::
<CO_Prin> ::gets up::  Pratt:  Lt you have the bridge...  ::goes into the Obs lounge, goes to the replicator and gets a coffee, sits down and waits::
<Captain_Thornne> Skyler: Of course ::Looks over at T'Lath::
<Captain_Skyler> Thornne: I have read about you, some of your stories.... I'm glad to meet the legend... Sir. ::smiles::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CMO: Captain Prin wants to meet with you on the bridge. Follow me, please. ::Heads out of the TR for a TL::
<Captain_Skyler> ::Enters Turbolift::
<Captain_Thornne> Skyler: Hardly a legend, just doing what it takes to survive
<CMO_Lennier> ::follows the XO::
<CSO_Adrel> ::walks on the bridge and looks around::
<TLath> ::Begins to feel a little uneasy........ Takes one last look at Jonn before following after Captain Skyler::
<Ens_Stern> #::reaches Number 2:: *CPO* You there?.... Well then move yourself faster, we're a repair crew not academy cadets.
<CSO_Adrel> Computer: Locate the CO
<Captain_Thornne> ::Follows after T'Lath::
<Captain_Skyler> ::TL: deck 1
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::enters a TL, waits for the CMO:: TL: Bridge.
<CSO_Adrel> ::sees only Ensigns on the bridge::
<CO_Prin> <Lt Pratt>:: sees the CSO enter the bridge::  CSO:  The bridge is yours..  I have to return to the Sci Labs...
<TLath> ::Standing on the TL quite silent::
<Captain_Skyler> ::exits Deck 1, and rounds the corner into the Observation Lounge::
<CSO_Adrel> Pratt: Aye... ::looks around::
<CO_Prin> ::Tapes her fingers on the table::
<CMO_Lennier> ::stands there in the TL with the XO trying not to let himself feel her thoughts::
<TLath> ::Follows quietly..... nervously::
<CSO_Adrel> ::she had missed the extra pip on the LT::
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: Take it easy, everything will work out, its not everyday that a Starship has to deal with a defec.. Ah I mean Asylum request
<Ens_Stern> #*CPO* Stern here. yes of course I'm in place. Was only waiting for you to get here like yesterday.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CMO: Betazoid? ::trying to remember the profile she read on him earlier::
<Captain_Skyler> ::enters Observation Lounge, and waits for the rest to follow::
<TLath> ::Looks at Thorne:: I see.  You realize I'm still on unfamiliar ground.  I have sufficient cause to be a little wary.
<CSO_Adrel> ::approaches the BIG chair and pauses, thinking if she should sit in it or not::
<CMO_Lennier> ::finally is able to put up the telepathic wall he was taught back on betazed::
<Captain_Thornne> ::Enters Observation Lounge::
<TLath> ::Enters the Obs lounge::
<CO_Prin> ::gets up upon seeing Capt Sklyer::  Sklyer, Thornne, T`Lath:  Hello.....
<TLath> ::Nods politely::
<CSO_Adrel> ::finally sits in:: All: report.
<Ens_Stern> #*CPO* Okay starting now. You better be ready. ::thinks to report CPO's lack of speed::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::steps onto the bridge at long last::
<Captain_Skyler> ::smiles:: Prin, Let's make this short. ::walks up to the main viewscreen::
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: I understand, you should have seen you brothers first few weeks, he'd run and hide at the drop of a hat... over time you will see we can be trusted
<CSO_Adrel> ::nods as the reports come in::
<CMO_Lennier> ::follows the XO:
<CO_Prin> Sklyer:  What is it that I can do for you Captain....
<CSO_Adrel> ::Gets up as she sees the XO come in::
<TLath> ::Nods silently at Thorne and watches Capt. Skyler::
<Captain_Skyler> All: When FCO Hewitt beamed down to the surface, I kind of did something to her.....
<CSO_Adrel> XO: Hello, you must be LtCmdr McCellan.
<Ens_Stern> #::starts cutting away damaged area and orders the cadet to get a small metal plate and a few bolts:: *Cdt* And try and make it faster. Here it's life of death.
<CO_Prin> ::looks confused:: Sklyer:  And that is....
<TLath> ::Crosses arms and listens::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CSO: I am. And you are the new chief of science?
<CSO_Adrel> XO: Exactly! LtJg Amelia Adrel.
<Worart> %::mumbles in Klingon at the slow paste this attack is moving::
<Captain_Thornne> ::grins slightly, and looks up at Skyler::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CSO: Welcome aboard Lt.
<War-Natoth> ::looks over at Worart:: agreed
<CSO_Adrel> XO: Thank you. I think the bridge is yours then. ::smiles::
<Captain_Skyler> All: I placed a Meridian Patch on her right sleeve. It's invisible.  On the left sleeve, there is the other part of the patch. When the two patches are placed together, they will activate a secret subspace signal.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CSO: Captain's where, might I ask? ::heading to the big chair::
<CO_Prin> Sklyer:  She knows this ?
<TLath> ::Wonders what this has to do with her::
<Captain_Skyler> CO: she is telepathic...........
<War-Natoth> %worart: hmm when will these SF people get off the ship
<Ens_Stern> #*Cadet* no, going too fast with the jets either.... don't give me that. ::closes the channel and mimics the cadet:: but you drive me too hard. ::grabs the sheet metal:: *Cadet* this can go in waste... move it mister
<CSO_Adrel> XO: I don't know... A Lt was in charge when I came in.
<CO_Prin> ::remembers that Capt Skyler is telepathic::  Skyler:  Can you reach her ?
<Captain_Skyler> CO: if you can get another telepath to have her activate the switch, then we can find the Warbird and get our people out....
<Captain_Skyler> CO: I've tried, we're too far out.
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Hello! And you are? ::offers a hand::
<AS_Kalis> %War-Natoth: Begin firing into the surrounding space. I'll be taking one of your officers with me... transport us over as soon as you can get a transporter lock on the Romulan vessel.
<CO_Prin> ::nods::  Sklyer:  We need to get to her... hmmm T'Lath:  Are you telepathic ?
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: Ens. Lennier McDonald
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: And your position?
<War-Natoth> AS: kalis. yes 
<Ens_Stern> #*CPO* You done down there?... how hard can it be to cut through ...a what? a artist's welding phaser... Let me guess you lost another welding phaser ::sighs, trying to keep her tongue::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::sits in the big chair 'til the CO comes back::
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: Ensign
<AS_Kalis> %Worart: You're with me. ::heads for the transporter room::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Not rank! Position!
<Captain_Skyler> ~~~FCO: Can you hear me Lt?~~~
<War-Natoth> ::presses a few buttons and starts the attack::
<TLath> CO: No, I'm not.  Only with my brother.
<FCO_Mara> @::Walks back over to the wall and sits down::
<Worart> %W-N: Soon I hope... or I'll start using that... ::points to his Bah'tlet::
<CSO_Adrel> ::tries to smile::
<CSO_Adrel> ::looks at XO then back at CMO::
<CO_Prin> ::nods::  *XO*:  Cmdr, do we have any telepaths on board ?
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: I don't take kindly to that tone of voice, please restate your question
<Ens_Stern> #*Lt* What? repeat again.... yeah we're almost done.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::turns around to look at the CSO:: CSO: Your station is over there, if you'd like to familiarize yourself. ::points::
<FCO_Mara> @:;feels a strange sensation running up her back::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: I asked you what's your position.
<Ens_Stern> #::Mumbles something about lazy incompetent CPOs::
<War-Natoth> %Worart YES I would too
<Worart> %W-N: Right behind you... :;follows::
<Captain_Thornne> ALL: We should at least notify the Rescue team of the Patch, it might be of help to them to know
<CSO_Adrel> XO: oh... thank you, cmdr.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CSO: Anytime.... ::waits to see her moving towards the CSO station::
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: in sickbay when the XO excuses me :: Mutters something else::
<Ens_Stern> #*CPO* Are you done down there?... About time. Okay head back to the ship
<Captain_Skyler> Thornne: what about scanning for the composition of the materials of the patch?
<Worart> %W-N: Where exactly are we going?
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne:  Agreed.....   *XO*:  Please come to the OBS lounge.
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: ah ... I am a doctor myself, so if you need any help.... but here, I am assigned to SCI.
<CSO_Adrel> ::walks to her station and looks at the XO::
<Captain_Thornne> Skyler: With federation sensors I would say absolutely, with Klingon, its anybody’s guess
<Ens_Stern> #*LT* Okay, we're done. Heading back. ::pushes button for jets and steers to the airlock::
<War-Natoth> %worart: unknown
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CO* Coming.
<TLath> ::Shifts her weight from one foot to the other::
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~CO_Skyler: Is that you?~~~~
<Worart> %W-N: Got to catch up to Kalis...tell me later...
<War-Natoth> worart: ok... 
<CSO_Adrel> ::sits behind her station and looks at it and analyses it::
ACTION: The CO gets an incoming text only transmission on her terminal, reporting the completion of repairs. The Manatoulin gracefully slides out of formation and heads for home
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: Any suggestions you might have to get our crew back, would go along way to prove your case with Starfleet my dear.
<Ens_Stern> #COM: Huron: repairs done,, undocking in a minute.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::gets up and heads to the observation lounge::
<Worart> %*Kalis* On my way... ::mumbling again::
<CO_Prin> COM:Manatoulin:   Thank you for your assistance....
<Captain_Skyler> ~~~FCO: Yes, it is...~~~
<Ens_Stern> #::Makes note that CPO lost another welding phaser:: COM:Huron: Our pleasure.
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~CO_Skyler: Where are you?~~~~
<CMO_Lennier> ::not seeing the CO around sits in the second in commands chair and waits::
<CO_Prin> ::looks at Capt Skyler::  Sklyer:  Are you in contact with her ?
<AS_Kalis> %::watches Worart enter the TR:: Worart: Do you have a problem with me?
<TLath> Thorne: They don't know what happened to me.  For all they know, I was captured.  If you would need to, You could play that.  I will do my part.
<Captain_Skyler> CO: I am now...
<CSO_Adrel> ::watches the XO leave and looks back at her console reacquainting herself with SCI::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::enters the Obs. Lounge and waits quietly at the back::
<Captain_Skyler> ~~~FCO: It does not matter... are you alone?~~~
<CMO_Lennier> ::looks around at the crew on the bridge:: hmm good crew.
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: So this is your first assignment?
<CSO_Adrel> ::taps on her console, checking on LRS and SRS::
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: yes it is CSO.
<Captain_Thornne> Skyler, Prin: That might work, arrange to have T'Lath attempt to contact her ship
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~Skyler: Yes I am the Romlans have left us alone.~~~~
<Captain_Skyler> COM *IKS Gorkon* IKS Gorkon, this is USS Huron. Standby for new set of instructions
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: Sklyer:  Good....   XO:  I need you to get a message to the Gorkon..  The FCO should be sending a distress signal out ...  They need to watch for it.
<Worart> %::steps closer to Kalis:: You assume too many things... and problems are only beginning.. not between ourselves... ::grins::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Are you frightened at all?
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: not really.. just trying to get a feel for the crew
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: Right. Anything else?
<CO_Prin> XO:  Can you find a strong telepath on board in case Capt Sklyer cannot stay in touch with the FCO...
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Good... getting to know people is important in being a doctor.
<Captain_Skyler> ~~~FCO: In your right sleeve, there is a little microchip. Attach it to the pin on your left sleeve....~~~
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: yes it is
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Did you major in medicine at the Academy?
<CSO_Adrel> ::taps on her console while speaking::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::nods:: CO: Understood.
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~Skyler: pin on my left sleeve..... ::looks down and see the pin::~~~~
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: yes I did but, I trained on betazed
<Captain_Skyler> ~~~FCO: let me know when you hear a click~~~ CO/XO: standby
<CO_Prin> ::waits::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Ah... a Betazoid... too bad for you I know how to block my mind from telepaths ::smiles::
<TLath> ::Waits quietly, watching and listening::
<AS_Kalis> %Worart: I suggest you try to get along with me... unless you'd prefer I didn't treat you as an ally
<CSO_Adrel> ::makes a few readjustments to the sensors::
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: well only half betazoid my mom was betazoid my father was human
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~Skyler: You are breaking up. I can make that last thing out.~~~~
<Captain_Skyler> ~~~FCO: Did you hear a click?~~
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: DO you know anyone on this ship?
<CO_Prin> ::looks over at the Romulan::  T'Lath:  Have you decided what your going to do know, now that you have defected...  I apologize for the work... but in effect that is what you did...
<Captain_Skyler> CO: Monitor Starfleet Frequency PRISM-Epsilon Delta 2-3 Charlie
<Worart> %::ignores the voices and waits...::
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: no I'm fresh from the academy
<CEO> ::Stirs slightly in sickbay::
<CO_Prin> ::goes over to the wall panel and tapes into the frequency::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: well even if you are a newbie, you might have known a few people...
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~Skyler: Yes it clicked.~~~~
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: yes I might have but don't
<TLath> CO: Captain, What I would like more than anything is to get to know my brother again.  After that, I have no plans at present.  Jonn and I can discuss the best course of action when the time is right.
<Captain_Skyler> ::Watches red light blinking on the terminal:: CO: look what we have here... ::grins::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Well, good luck on your assignment. If you need a few pointers, I'm here... I have studied and practised medicine
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: thank you
<Captain_Skyler> CO: permission granted. Proceed with Rescue
<CO_Prin> ::sees the red light::  Sklyer::  She did it...   I'll transmit the co-ordinates to the Gorkon...  ::transmits the co-ordinates::
<CMO_Lennier> ::taps his fingers waiting to be excused so he can get to sickbay::
<CSO_Adrel> ::looks back at her console and remodulates a few sensors::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: I think you can go visit sickbay now... If the XO wants to see you again, she'll contact you.
<CMO_Lennier> CSO: your probably right.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::hears the CO:: CO: I'll go ahead then, find a telepath. ::exits the Lounge::
<AS_Kalis> %::transports to an empty corridor on the Romulan ship::
<CSO_Adrel> CMO: Have fun with the EMH! <EG>
<CMO_Lennier> ::Looks back at the CSO: thank you 
<CEO> ::Eyes open, dazed and distant, as he struggles to come out of the healing trance::
<CO_Prin> T'Lath:  So you plan to stay on SB 71 for now ?
<Worart> %::appears with Kalis::
<CMO_Lennier> ::Leaves the bridge and heads to sickbay::
<AS_Kalis> %::gets out her phaser and tricorder immediately, begins scanning for the location of the Huron hostages::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::reenters the bridge::
<CSO_Adrel> XO: welcome back.
<CMO_Lennier> ::arrives in sickbay seeing the CEO::
<TLath> CO: With your permission, I'd like to stay aboard for just a little while, to reacquaint myself with my brother.  If not, I will take whatever actions would be deemed appropriate for a person in my circumstances.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CSO: The CMO left?
<CO_Prin> Skyler:  What has SFC said about our visitor ?
<FCO_Mara> @::Sense the As and a klingon abroad::
<CSO_Adrel> XO: The CMO went to sickbay. He was really eager to see it.
<Worart> %Kalis: Any signs of them yet?
<CO_Prin> T'Lath:  I'm going to confer with SFC about you staying on board...   You do realize SF Intelligence may want to question you.
<CMO_Lennier> ::goes into his office and sits down at the console:: looking through the recent reports::
<AS_Kalis> %Worart: This way. ::walks stealthily down the dark corridor toward the non-Romulan lifesigns::
<TLath> CO: As I said.  I will take whatever actions deemed appropriate for a person in my circumstances, but I would like at least a day with my brother, Please.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::pulls up the CMOs file:: *CMO* Dr, are you a strong telepath?
<CSO_Adrel> XO: Anything special you want me to do?
<CO_Prin> T'Lath:  A day or so I can manage....
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* not that strong but maybe strong enough for this purpose
<TLath> CO: Then I thank you.
<CO_Prin> *XO*:  Is warp back up....  If so plot a course to the Gorkon... Warp 6.
<Worart> %::follows and only hopes he'll die with honors::
<Captain_Thornne> Prin: Might I remind the Captain, I am SF Intelligence, and have been ordered to do the preliminary debriefing, out side of that I have no orders one way or another regarding T'Lath
ACTION: The Away Team rounds the corner and sees the Brig. Two Romulan security Agents stand outside
<AS_Kalis> %::gets to the door of where the hostages are being held, gets her phaser ready::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CMO* Can you keep a mental link on the FCO, Ms. Hewitt?
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* I might be able to.
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: Capt Thornne:  Ok...  If you want you can do the briefing here, so she can be near her brother...
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CO* I'll see what we can manage.
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* let me try to link with her..
<CSO_Adrel> ::waits for answer::
<Captain_Thornne> Prin: Thank you Captain, I too am very eager to stay near her brother <grin>
<Captain_Skyler> All: If you excuse me Captains, T'Lath, I have some business to take care of before we put to Port.
<TLath> ::Wonders why this Captain is so friendly to her cause, but is grateful none the less::
<CMO_Lennier> ::is able to establish a telepathic link::
<Worart> %Kalis: Too late ...they know we are here!!!! Hurry let's storm this place!!
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO Hewitt: this is the new CMO can you hear me?!~~~
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CSO: Can you keep track of the repair crews?
<CO_Prin> ::Nods::  Skyler:  I understand...  Port maybe a little longer yet..
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~CMO: Yes I can hear you.~~~~
<CSO_Adrel> XO: Yep!
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne, T'Lath:  I need to get back to the bridge....
<CEO> ~~~~T'Lath: Help Me, can't pull out~~~~
<Captain_Skyler> Prin: Kayta...you look worried. would you like me to stay for a while longer?
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* ok got a good strong link with her...
<Worart> %Kalis: Go I'll cover you!!! ::rolls left and fires:: GO!!!
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> Helm: Ens. Matha, do we have warp capabilities yet?
<TLath> ::Hears Jonn and is startled:: ~~~Jonn: I'm here.  Follow my voice.  You can make it!~~~
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: hold on ok~~~
<Matha> XO: Warp 3, sir.
<CSO_Adrel> ::taps on her console and checks the repair status::
<AS_Kalis> %::quickly enters the Romulan brig, phasers the first of two Romulan guards, hits the second one just seconds after, but is hit in the shoulder simultaneously::
<Captain_Thornne> ::Stands:: Skyler, Prin: Thank you both for all your help
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~CMO: I will hold on.~~~~
<CO_Prin> Sklyer:  Richard I am...  Everything is so new ...  I don't know if I'm being effective...  Half of my crew is in danger and there is nothing I can do about it.
ACTION: The phaser shot hits the Romulan in the chest, stunning him
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> Helm: Plot a course to the Gorkon, maximum warp.
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* what shall I tell the FCO?
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> <Matha> ::puts in course to Gorkon at warp 3 & engages::
<Captain_Skyler> ::Smiles at the first time she has never called him sir:: welcome to the club Kayta.... you belong here
<Worart> %::just lays there really annoyed at what he just witnessed::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CMO* Tell her help is on the way.
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* aye
<CO_Prin> Sklyer:  Richard thanks....  ::grins::  Now that is going to take some getting used to...   You've always been sir since we were on the COM together....
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: help is on the way.~~~
<FCO_Mara> @::watch as one of the Romlans fall down from the hit.
<CEO> ::Struggles to pull himself out of the Healing Trance::
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~CMO: It's already here.~~~~
<Captain_Skyler> Prin: I spoon fed you as an ensign. ::grins:: You're mine now....
<CO_Prin> ::chuckles::  Sklyer:  That you did....
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: Great!~~~
<TLath> Thorne: If you don't mind, I'd like to head back to sick bay.  I think Jonn is coming to.
<AS_Kalis> %::staggers to her feet, in pain, shuts off the forcefield:: FCO/CTO: Let's go!
<Captain_Thornne> Prin: With your permission Captain
<CO_Prin> Skyler:  I better get back to the bridge...  We should be near the Gorkon now....  It is good to see you...
<CO_Prin> Thornne:  Granted...
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: Lets go little lady
<FCO_Mara> @:;follows the AS after she helps the CTO::
<Captain_Skyler> CO: It's good to see you too. ::smiles::
<AS_Kalis> %COM: Gorkon: Get us out of here!
<Captain_Thornne> ::Heads for the TL::
<TLath> ::Follows after Thorne eager to see Jonn::
<CSO_Adrel> ::works silently at her console::
<CMO_Lennier> *XO*: should I keep the link or can I severe it?
<CO_Prin> Skyler:  We are going to have to get together back at SB, you me and Lynn,  My brother Kragon should be there also...  ::heads towards the bridge::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CMO* Is Ms. Hewitt safe?
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: are you guys safe now?~~~
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* just telepathically asked her.
<Captain_Skyler> CO: we shall. ::grins::
<FCO_Mara> @~~~~CMO: waiting for beam out .~~~~
<Captain_Thornne> ::Enters sickbay, sees the CMO standing around, sees Jonn struggling::
ACTION: The Gorkons transporters lock on, and the Away Team is beamed aboard
<CO_Prin> ::enters the bridge, hoping Capt Sklyer follows::  XO:  Report!
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO:: acknowledged!~~~
<Captain_Skyler> ::Follows CO::
<TLath> ::Walks over to Jonn's side:: ~~~Jonn: I'm here~~~
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* they're just waiting for beamout
<CSO_Adrel> ::sees the captain enter and stands::
<TLath> ::Takes the CEO's shoulder and gives him a shake:: ~~~Jonn: wake up~~~
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::stands up:: CO: We're on our way to the Gorkon, warp 3.
<CO_Prin> ::sees the new CSO::  CSO:  Welcome aboard Lt...   ::goes to her seat::  XO:  Excellent.  ETA ?
<FCO_Mara> @::arrives on the Gorkon::
ACTION: The Romulan Warbird decloaks in front of the Gorkon just as Huron reaches visual range
<CEO> ~~~~T'Lath: Help me, need pain, tell d.....~
<CSO_Adrel> CSO: Thank you captain.
<FCO_Mara> @AS: The CTO has been hurt bad.
<CSO_Adrel> ::sits down and checks her console::
<TLath> CMO: He says he needs pain?  I don't understand it, but that's what he's saying.
<CO_Prin> CSO:  How was your trip ?  ::takes her seat::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: 90 secs.
<CMO_Lennier> ::gets up from his office chair and heads for a biobed::
<Worart> %::is hit right before the beam out::
<Captain_Skyler> CO: trouble Kayta...... I knew we would find it here...
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Not too bad... I was surprise when I was transferred after my... mission... but I'm glad to be here.
<AS_Kalis> %FCO: Same here... ::indicates to her shoulder:: Let's get to sickbay... wherever it is
<CMO_Lennier> TLath: could mean he's in pain. I'll give him some pain medication
<Captain_Thornne> CMO: No!
<TLath> CMO: No,  He needs pain.  He needs help being pulled out of his trance
<CO_Prin> ::nods::  Sklyer:  Don't we always...    <FCO>:  Bring us out of warp along side the Gorkon
<Captain_Thornne> ::Climbs onto the biobed::
<CO_Prin> CSO:  Bring us to red alert...
<Captain_Thornne> ::Grabs Jonn by the shirt and begins to slap him::
<FCO_Mara> @AS: I am not sure where the sickbay is.
<CMO_Lennier> TLath: I could try and probe his mind deeply to invoke pain?
<TLath> ::Stands back watching Thorne, but not wanting to see at the same time::
ACTION: Incoming Hail from the Warbird
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Aye. ::activates red alert::
<Worart> %::falls to the floor and goes into shock::
<Matha> ::brings the Huron out of warp::
<AS_Kalis> %Worart: Where is your sickbay?
<CSO_Adrel> ::monitors the incoming info on from the sensors::
<TLath> CMO: No,  He's only telepathic with me.  I'm his twin.  I believe I read he has an inhibitor to prevent use of his telepathic abilities.
<Captain_Thornne> CMO: Ever treated Vulcans Doctor ::Takes a breath and slaps Jonn again::
<CO_Prin> CSO:  Activate main viewer..
<AS_Kalis> %::rolls her eyes:: FCO: Looks like we have to find it ourselves...
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Main viewer activated.
ACTION: A Romulan Sub Commander appears on the Screen. His words. "You Have Won... This time." are spoken. The Channel cuts, and Sensors record an Energy build-up in the Warbird's systems
<AS_Kalis> %::stumbles down a corridor in hopes to find the Klingon's equivalent of a sickbay::
<CMO_Lennier> Capt.: no I haven't treated any vulcans yet.  just new out of the academy
<FCO_Mara> @::follow the AS while she helps the CTO::
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Sensors record an energy build-up in the warbird's systems
<CO_Prin> ::raises eyebrows::  Self:  Well that was rude...   XO:  It seems the Romulans are not happy with us...
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: When are they ever happy?
<FCO_Mara> @AS: DO you have medical training?
<Captain_Skyler> CO: look at this... we may wanna back off a bit here....
<CO_Prin> CSO:   Identify the build up....
<CSO_Adrel> ::tries to locate the energy build-up::
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Trying to identify...
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Back us off...   CSO:   Lock onto any lifesigns just in case.
<CMO_Lennier> TLath: what do you suggest?
<AS_Kalis> %FCO: None. I wish I did... ::finds the sickbay:: I suppose this is it
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Aye.
<Matha> ::backs the ship away from the warbird::
ACTION: Reaction stage reaches Critical, Huron's Scans of the Warbird are off the scale
<TLath> CMO: Let the Captain, wake his son.  I guess he would know best.
<Captain_Thornne> CMO: Stand back, watch and learn, doctor watch and learn ::Slaps Jonn again::
<FCO_Mara> @AS: I had medical training so...
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: Are they going to self-destruct themselves?
<CO_Prin> CSO:  Beam the Romulans off into Cargo bay 1...
<CMO_Lennier> ::Stands back and watches but doesn't approve::
<TLath> ::Cringes seeing her brother being slapped, but knowing it's necessity::
<CO_Prin> XO:  It looks like...
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Build-up coming from SD module
<AS_Kalis> %FCO: Take care of the CTO... don't worry about me. I'll live.
<CSO_Adrel> CO: aye... locking on the lifesigns.... and beaming in CB 1....
<CO_Prin> XO:  Have security stationed around the Cargo bay...
<Captain_Thornne> ::Continues to slap Jonn::
ACTION: Huron transporters are unable to lock onto the Romulan lifesigns due to the energy concentrations.
<FCO_Mara> @AS: I will help him and fix your shoulder.
<CSO_Adrel> CO: Transporters are unable to lock on the Romulans...
<CMO_Lennier> ::grabs a hypospray and gets ready to waken his patient::
ACTION: The Warbird begins to collapse upon itself, sparks emerge from the hull
<AS_Kalis> %FCO: Help him first
<CO_Prin> CSO:  Keep trying...
<CSO_Adrel> CO: The energy concentration is to high.... trying to find a way....
<FCO_Mara> @:AS: I will ...::lay the CTO on the bed::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Back us up a bit further...
<Gorkon> ::Backs away::
<CSO_Adrel> ::tries to beam them again::
ACTION: a huge explosion is seen, the Romulan Warbird self destructs
<Matha> ::backs the ship to a safe distance::
<CO_Prin> ::watches as the Warbird explodes::
<TLath> ::Watches eagerly waiting for Jonn to wake::
<CO_Prin> CSO:  Open a channel to the Gorkon Please.  :;sighs at the waste of life::
<CEO> ::Reaches up and grabs his father's hand as it comes down for another blow:: Cpt_Thornne: Enough Father, Enough ::Looks toward T'Lath, knowingly::
<CMO_Lennier> ::glances at the patient::
<CMO_Lennier> ::puts down his hypospray::
<Captain_Skyler> <<<<<END Mission>>>>>

